
Hello,  

 

Thank you for your consideration of becoming a corporate sponsor of BunnAgain Rabbit Rescue 

and Education in Paradis, Louisiana. Currently, the rabbits are sheltered in an uninsulated 

backyard shed constructed of scrap materials. This spring, an outbreak of coccidiosis took seven 

rabbits and inadequate conditions forced Ms. Rome to temporarily cease her rescue efforts. Ms. 

Rome remains tirelessly committed to the animals in her care and brought them into her mobile 

home to shield them from oppressive summer temperatures.  

 

Fundraising is underway to build a new insulated shelter, a value professionally estimated at 

$7,000. I received permission from Ms. Rome to apply for grants and other funding on 

BunnAgain’s behalf and have investigated grant opportunities from various grant programs as 

well as corporate partnership. We are tremendously grateful for contributions of any size, and 

ask you to consider the following corporate sponsorship levels: 

 

  Mini Rex ($200+): Receive a handwritten thank you note and announcement  

  accompanied by your logo on the BunnAgain Facebook page and website 

 

  Lionhead ($400+): Above benefits and a review on the online platform of your  

  choice (company website, Yelp, etc.) highlighting partnership  

  

  Dutch ($600+): Above benefits and the opportunity to name an incoming rescue,  

  named as a sponsor on all publicity related to the rabbit (Facebook posts, Adopt- 

  a-Pet posts) 
 

  Ruby-Eyed ($800+): Above benefits and ongoing display of a company-supplied 

  logo (maximum 8”x10”) in the completed rabbit shelter  

 

  Flemish Giant ($1,000+): Above benefits and ongoing display of a company- 

  supplied logo (maximum 12” x 16”) in the completed rabbit shelter  

 

Donations are gratefully accepted through PayPal (c/o lovemybuns411@outlook.com) as well as 

the dedicated GoFundMe page (www.gofundme.com/bunnagain-shed-project). This cause is 

personally meaningful because of the immeasurable joy my own two rescue rabbits have brought 

to me. As a clinical mental health counseling student, I plan to include Jack the Ripper and Judge 

Judy into my therapeutic work with my future clients. Please contact me if I may provide any 

additional information – this is a project I am tremendously enthused by and it would be an 

unprecedented pleasure to further discuss your company’s involvement. I appreciate your 

consideration. 

 

    Sincerely, 

 

    Carol Quinn 

Fundraising Volunteer  

    Clquinn2013@gmail.com  
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